Conversion Kits from 50 to 200 pounds

**CRT TV to Flat Screen Ceiling Mount**

**Small CRT TV to Flat Screen Ceiling Mount Conversion**
Converts from CRT TV Ceiling Mounts with 1” I.D. Pipe to Flat Screen with 75mm or 100mm VESA Mounting Pattern

ACM1420 to LC100 Ceiling Mount

**Component List:**
1Pc. CKLC100CP
1Pc. CMACP100
1Pc. CMAP100 (Specify Length)
1Pc. CMARED125

**Medium CRT TV to Flat Screen Ceiling Mount Conversion**
Converts from CRT TV Ceiling Mounts with 1-1/4” I.D. Pipe to Flat Screens 100mm or 200mm VESA Mounting Pattern

ACM2030 or ACM2333 to LC200 Ceiling Mount

**Component List:**
1Pc. CKLC200CP
1Pc. CMACP125
1Pc. CMAP125 (Specify Length)
1Pc. CMARED125

**Large CRT TV to Flat Screen Ceiling Mount Conversion**
Converts from CRT TV Ceiling Mounts with 1-1/2” I.D. Pipe to Flat Screen Ceiling Mount with Universal Mounting Pattern Adapter

ACM3045 or ACM 4055 or ACM5670 to FSCT20 Ceiling Mount

**Component List:**
1Pc. FSCT20
1Pc. FSI0 (Specify Adapter Size)
1Pc. CMACP150

**FSCT20 Ships with 18” Pipe (Shorter or Longer Lengths Available)**